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Interview #65 Homme Interview no date 

~~: So when did you move to the Upper Fraser region? 

I started work there, I think, November 171
h '83 ifI remember right. 

James: Where were you working? 

Pardon? 

James: Where were you working? 

Before that? 

James: No, no, no. 

Upper Fraser sawmill. It was November some time in '83. Fall of '83. 

James: How is the sawmill different than it is now? 

Well it was a lot older, There's been lots of updates. There's fewer people there 
now than there was then. Our safety record - people getting hurt, injuries - aren't 
nearly as substantial. Like for lots of them that ... there's your [inaudible??] and 
that kind of stuff that you get today and bangs and bruises and that, but not nearly 
like it used to be. Like there's way more safety stuff in place. Regular atmosphere 
now ... more relaxed atmosphere. There's more of a team effort as opposed to an 
individual management versus union member participation back then in '83. Like 
they were always conflicting with each other. Now we all work together more 
like, so it's a better environment to work in. Lunches and all that's improved, 
facilities, in other words. 

James: Why do you think it's been better to work there? Why has the work 
environment improved, like team work and stuff? 

Team work's impruvt:u ... like we've got improvements in the mill, machines run 
more efficient, less cross-ups, less mash-ups .... [inaudible??] some point now 
we've got a moisture [reader??] in the sawmill, which means less break ups and 
people aren't so frustrated and all worked out. Everybody has to make the mill 
run. If the mill doesn't run, we all stay home. And so everybody realizes that and 
so the more break ups, the more down time we have, everybody gets panicky and 
edgy and that's been slowing down because of the improvements in technology 
and the curve in the saws, and the quality of the wood coming out of the end of 
the sawmill. We do have the poorest quality logs for the mills and we still get 
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really good recovery for the quality of logs as opposed to Houston Wood. As far 
as I know, our like 9 hours for production is still #1, like for the production you 
get out, the value. 

James: How was it rated say in 1983 when you started? 

Oh our safety record wasn't near as good. Our quality lumber was poor for 
domestic for sure. We had lots of exports back then. You know [inaudible??] pile 
on the green chairi, all these4 x 12, big heavy timbers, spread off trees. Everybody 
had their tum out there. And then the log sorter plug tits high with lumber out 
there, and 40 different places or 35 different places. That was the good lumber, all 
going overseas. And there was all that. So now that's ab<?lished and we have now 
7 or 9 different grades oflumber now. But there's really high grades oflumber. 
Things have definitely improved, especially over the last ... I'd say since ... well 
the mill [inaudible] about '90-91. They call it the dream machine. [inaudible??]. 
BCT. 

James: Wasn't it the Upper Fraser sawmill that burned down? 

It burned to the ground in '96 ... almost to the ground. We all had our fridges 
unplugged, starving to death. We didn't know if they were going to rebuild the 
mill. And finally they got the word and they rebuilt it, and that really brought 
everybody together too. Like when something like that happens ... like your house 
burned down at home, you know everybody else is going to come and help you. 
The same thing is here. The mill burned to the ground and everybody pulled 
together. Most ofus ... I don't think anybody lost anything. The banks tried to take 
a couple of guy's shacks but then the union pulled through, whatever the case was, 
I'm not sure of the particulars, but they ended up getting their shacks back in line. 
Because we weren't working for a long time. Some guys were living from hand to 
mouth. And one month out of work, you know, it's a death sentence. A lot of guys 
were out for like 3 months, 21/2 months. Some guys did seek employment in 
other places but they were all young guys. They just started at the mill. They got 
out of school, started at the mill, worked there for 6 months, then the mill burned 
down, look they're going to Kelowna - Kamloops. But there was only a couple of 
guys. Other than that we all stuck together and there's no better place to work. 

James: You can have a bit of your sandwich while I go to the next question. 
So did you ever live in Upper Fraser? 

I lived there all ... I lived there mainly in the winter time. I always had a shack 
there, either rented it ... ended up buying a trailer there and living out there in the 
winter time when I was watchman. Back then it was more ... there was no doubt 
about it, we had more snow on the ground there than we do now. Like in the 
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mountains, where I go sledding, there's still mega, mega snow. But actually down 
with the hills where we are, there isn't 10 feet of snow anymore. I can show you 
pictures. You can't even see the shacks and the townsite. It was the '82 winter, 
just before I started, but I still have pictures there. We used to do snow removal. I 
used to work 14-16 hours a day. We worked like that for months on end, so you 
can't drive back and forth to Prince George. You'd be a zombie in a couple of 
days. So you have to have a shack out there. The bunkhouse was abolished, bull
dozed, and they made these houses available rather than the bunkhouse. So I 
rented one of those houses. Then I ended up getting into a trailer and have a place 
in town too here in the summer time and go back and forth. Not only that, if you 
first started working out there, it was definitely to your advantage to live there. 
Like if you just came off the street. and you drove out there every day from town, 
and you said yeah I live in town by Duchess Park. If somebody does show up for 
work at 7:00, you've at least an hour [inaudible??] travel, plus half an hour, gear 
up, gear down, whatever time. So if you live out there, you could be there in 5 
minutes. So that's a ... my brother-in-law and my sister actually phoned me when I 
was in Winnipeg working for the Greeks, "come on down here" and "they've got 
work for you". That's the only reason I got on was because ... well my sister 
helped too but because I lived up there and I got called in right away. Back then 
the turnover was unreal. The guys worked three weeks a month, get a couple of 
pay cheques, next thing you know, they're out drinking whiskey. So they quit, 
they'd come back 6 months later. And that pretty well slowed right down in '83-
' 84. People started hanging on their jobs more. 

James: That was during the recession I guess too? 

Well '81-'82 was actually the recession right. '83, the economy started to come 
out of it. I was still a punk. The recession really didn't bother me very much. 

James: So why do you think it was that people started staying more and 
settling down? 

Jobs were harder to get. It was just that simple. And then after this, like they 
started making a policy to have grade 12 there. It must be 8-10 years and so 
everybody had to stay in school. If you're a kid out there, there was a school there. 
It's still there, the cops use it for fire practice now or hostage takeover practice. 
But if you went to school, the manager wouldn't hire you if you lived out there 
unless you finished grade 12. Like they'd hire you on as casual labour on the 
weekend, help them clean the burner and the log decks and all the real good jobs. 
So the students would do that, and they still do hire students. If you have a course 
and you're into the lumber industry, one way or the other, doesn't really matter 
what category of it, you put your name on the list and there's a strong possibility 
that you'll be hired on out there for summer casual labour, students only. And of 
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course it's geared to the employees punks, employees kids. That's what it's geared 
for. 

James: So what year do you think it was that they took down the bunkhouse 
out there? 

It was '82-'83. Well it must have been the summer of '83 because when I started 
there I had to go help clean it up. So it was '83. 

James: Do you know why they took it down? 

Well I would imagine it was cost. That's exactly what it was. I know it was cost. 
From my understanding it was 1 Yi million dollars a year. Now I'm not sure about 
that but the assistant supervisor told me that it was quite a bit to run the 
bunkhouse because everything was ... I think it was $4 bucks ... I wasn't there eh, 
but it was like $4 bucks or $6 bucks to stay there, eat like a Greek god, everything. 
You know what them camps are like. You go to the bush camps, deliver them 
some parts, they think you're a Greek god bringing all these parts to the middle of 
nowhere and they feed like you're a Greek god. They give you 5 course meals 
there, right. And there's grandma back there setting you up. I mean come on now, 
where do I move in here? So that was gone. After that of course, some of the 
guys' wives ... of course they're really good cooks and they set me up with sweet 
things, Scooby snacks, lasagna. 

James: Scooby snacks? 

Yeah, Scooby snacks, grub. 

James: What is a Scooby snack? 

Anything that a girl feeds you. 

James: I remember them talking about it on a Scooby Doo show once and it 
had like sugar and honey and cereal and stuff in it. 

Oh, an actual Scooby snack? 

James: Yeah, an actual Scooby Doo snack. I thought it was pizza flavoured 
because Shaggy likes pizza. 

Yeah he just loves it. I wish my dog could tell me what's wrong with him. 

James: Who were the type of people working in the mills? Was it mostly men 
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There's always been girls that worked there and there's girls that have been there 
for 20 years. But the majority of the girls that are there have been there for a long 
time. They hired on a few local girls and they're good workers and they've 
worked there steady. In all honesty, there's a couple there ... Cheryl and them, she 
does the housework now for the ... does the lunchrooms and all that, she comes 
every day and cleans them. But before that, she's a skinny little thing. She weighs 
100 pounds soaking wet with a wool sweater on. And she's out working with 
these-big guys. What pissed me off was everybody said "oh Cheryl won't be able 
to do that. Look at her, she can't do that." I said you, "guys are nuts". My sister's 
skinny and she used to work with us on the farm and that and she was just 
working away, and she ended up getting laid off or something but they hired her 
back for cleaning. But there's a couple of girls on production. Mainly push button 
jobs because they've been there so long. It's mainly men, there's no doubt about 
it. 

James: Has it changed much over time do you think? 

Not really. There was a couple of girls that got hired and they just didn't like it, 
ended up quitting after a few months or a year or whatever. 

James: When you first started living in Upper Fraser, I just want to get an 
idea of some of the services that they had. Did they have a store? 

Yup. 

James: A liquor store? 

As far as ... Lionel got closed just before I moved there again, because I actually 
helped tear it down, remember what I was saying. When you first pull into the 
mill yard from town heading east, you hang a left into the mill yard where all the 
trucks turned, and right there where we park now, that used to be a big place there. 
Like a big two storey shack, big though. Big, big. And the guys were telling me, 
that's the guy who used to sell grub there, like a supply store. Everybody would 
go there to get supplies because there was still a store there, a smaller one. But he 
sold booze. The company didn't like that because it's right across tracks from 
work. The guys would go there, plug in and they'd come back to work all buzzed 
out of shape, you know. So that doesn't happen anymore. So that's probably why 
our safety record went up. That's a good clue. Because they used to drink right on 
the job years ago, piling the lumber on the economy chain or dry chain. 

James: Really? 
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Yeah, they used to drink years ago, in the '70s, way before I was there. 

James: Not anymore though I guess. 

No. 

James: How could the company just tear it down? Like wasn't it the guy's 
house? 

In the townsite? 

James: Yeah. 

Northwood owns everything. The only thing that's privately owned - and that's 
bordering the CN property too - there's some houses on the main drag coming in 
where the store is, on the mill site. Well actually behind the office, where you 
looked up there and looked at the big golf area, there was all shacks up there. You 
saw the pictures. We took her and we showed her. That's another picture I was 
going to bring with me. I couldn't get it yesterday. The office was locked up. Nice 
picture. You can see [inaudible??]. It was too much money to provide the 
services, from what Northwood has said. I mean I saw on documentation that they 
gave [inaudible??] and everything else. It was a direct result of cost and 
Northwood is in business to produce lumber and not take care of people's 
townsites. I mean if you're a businessman and I'm a businessman, it doesn't make 
much sense now in this day and age. Back then it did. I mean the road was mud 
years ago. You had to do something. They had to have a bunkhouse. They had to 
have access to stay there because there was like a 2 hour plus trip, years ago, in 
the '70s and the '80s. When everything was booming, back there, there was little 
communities everywhere. I mean there was Aleza Lake, there was New/ands. All 
these places had little rural communities. A lot of them had little stores. Others .. . 
Sinclair ... had a post office and everything else there. Train station would stop .. . 
train would stop everywhere, pick people up. Back then the road was so bad, the 
guys were telling me, they said, yup, you'd get off work on Friday, headed into 
town, they got their pay cheque, they'd just stand on the side of the tracks and 
train would come and stop. All they had to do was stand there, just like the bus on 
the highway right? And they'd stop and pick you up, take you into town for I 
don't know what it was, $8 bucks, $10 bucks. I have no idea what they charged 
them. 

James: Just on the freight? 

No, in the passenger train. The passenger trains, I used to use one every year when 
I was a kid, see my Grandma, and them passenger trains were zinging back and 
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forth steady here. During the '70s ... actually the early '80s, mid '80s is when VIA 
Rail really took a hit and their services dwindled into nothing in the north. 

James: It's coming back a little bit now. 

Oh, if you wanted to take your sweet thing out for a nice day trip, show her a good 
time, get her on that coach and take her to Jasper. The scenery is best. And once 
you get to Jasper, there's nice places to go and take her everywhere. 

James: That's a good idea. 

It is the idea. I mean, if you have a sweet thing, tell her,' "hey, do you want to do 
something? Do you have any plans? Okay. I've got two tickets to paradise". It's 
cheap. You're further ahead to do that then to take her to Ric's Grill. Take her 
there and give her a couple of Scooby snacks there and look at the hills, and the 
water there and the mountains. You can see [inaudible??] straight right off the 
train. Because they'll stop in certain areas. When I used to go, they'd stop and pull 
over and say "here we are in so and so lake, and look at the hills. Look at the 
critters. That's a nice trip. 

James: Trains are romantic too. 

Yeah, really romantic. Go in the dome car, that's always good. Lots of train 
service back then. And you'll be able to see all the old mill sites. You'll see Upper 
Fraser and you'll go along and you'll see remnants of places in the bush, and 
changes are ... there was an old mill ... like you walk through the bush, you'll see 
piles of sawdust in the middle of nowhere. What's this? It used to be an old mill 
there. wherever there's a big pile of sawdust, they were sawing something. 

James: Doesn't the sawdust decompose after awhile? 

Yes. Takes eons. Anybody that tells you that stuff decomposes in 10 years is on 
the pipe because you go out in the bush ... I dig out stuff at work that's 30 years 
old. It just takes forever to break down. I mean when you get a pile 30 feet deep, I 
mean sure it breaks down when the wind does its thing and bacteria does its thing, 
but still composting takes forever. Unless you sat there and stirred it up all the 
time and fed it. 

James: That's right, put water on it and whatever else there. Did Upper 
Fraser have a clubhouse? 

Yes. A community hall. 
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James: Yeah okay. How about a union hall? 

No. 

James: How about a graveyard? 

There is ... the Upper Fraser graveyard ... the older guys have told me they used 
to bury people out there. Like there's an old graveyard up when you head to 
Aleza Lake, to my knowledge. Now I'm not sure about that but I heard there's a 
graveyard out there somewhere. Now there is on our farm. We had a farm out in 
Grande Prairie. You go out in the bush and there's 8 plots in the middle of the 
bush. And back then, back in the '20s and '30s, you know, people first started 
coming out here and settling the land, the whole family got sick and dropped 
dead. What are you going to do, pack them around? No they buried everybody 
there. That's where they ... especially in the prairies, that's where everybody came 
to break the fields and let's get it together and make something you know. Let's 
have 20-30 kids and then we can get them working and half of them drop dead. So 
they had to bury them somewhere. So you have little graveyards everywhere. 

James: Like with headstones and all that stuff? 

By our farm I saw headstones. Out here I'm not sure. I just heard the guys saying 
that there was old graveyards and that out there somewhere. Bob Jervis and them 
guys, they'd know. Them older guys. 

James: Was there a hotel in Upper Fraser? 

Not to my knowledge, not a hotel. Sinclair Mills had the hotel. And you should 
have that ... if you haven't got that picture, it's on file at the Citizen. They've got a 
big picture, just before it burned down. It burned down to the ground and the 
Citizen sent a picture in the paper of the hotel before it burned. Nice place. We 
used to go there every Sunday. We used to go fishing every Sunday, me and my 
buddy Chris, sometimes Louie. And we'd go out like [inaudible??] catching the 
waves and we come back, we don't keep any fish, and we're starving so zing, we 
take a side road and go to Sinclair, eat like Greek gods there too. Erwin ... I don't 
know about Erwin, but he used to make us some really good grub happening 
there. And it burned to the ground. I'm not sure why. 

James: A lot of these places seem to burn down. I guess they don't have fire 
service or anything. 

Well there is no fire service. The Upper Fraser is the last fire resort ... we have a 
Class A fire department. We always have had. The townsite was there. There was 
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fire hydrants everywhere. Like my insurance was the same out there as it is in 
town because you were within 1000 feet of a fire hydrant. Like in the fire hydrant, 
you're not supposed to be less than 1000 feet away. If you are, you have to pay 
more for your fire insurance, like $50 bucks or something. Not that big a deal. But 
we were still a Class One fire department, but the last one. I was a volunteer with 
them and we responded to car fires on the highway. The farmer down the road, 
he's doing some burning, he goes in the house, next thing you know its all burning 
around the fence and along this. We'll respond to that kind of thing. Our manager 
has a problem and I can see this ... we don't want the fire protection gone from the 
mill site. So we have two fire trucks. We just gave one away to the CN museum, 
that big Seville. You go down there and you'll see it. It's from Upper Fraser. We 
had the two for like five years or something. Now we're down to the one because 
the townsite is gone and we don't really need the two anymore. But we can take 
pumps and all that stuf£ Our manager is pretty good that way, but as far as the 
ambulance goes, I'm a first aider .... I've been the first aider there for years. I had 
to pick up the phone or I have to designate somebody to get a hold of the manager 
to take the ambulance off site if it's not a mill related injury. Like I had a 
[inaudible??] tree planters, just smok'n on her, and somebody else is driving a one 
ton four door and they ended up going to sleep at the wheel and doing this and 
everybody's all shook up and two guys ... of course, everybody says they're good 
but of course half of them are no good but we weren't allowed to dispatch the 
ambulance. But I'm allowed to take anything I need. I can take another first aid 
guy. We've got lots of oxygen, lots of junk [inaudible??], lots of sparring boards, 
all that kind of stuff for first response until the ambulance comes ... an hour and a 
half, an hour later. We work as an advanced care unit. 

James: Has there every been a church up there? 

Oh yeah. there's always been a church. 

James: What kind? 

I have no idea. There was actually a little trailer converted and had an addition 
built on it. 

James: How about water and electricity services like that? 

Northwood always supplied us with sewer, water, hydro ... I mean we would 
always get Northwood's price on letting the furnace run. I was [inaudible??] 
because I was asking ESSO about it. It was always ESSO back then. I said, "how 
much is it in town?" It's like 48 cents, 46 cents a litre for diesel [inaudible??], and 
here I am paying 32.5 or 32 cents a litre because it's going through the company 
because they're buying so much. Well then the grandmas and grandpas in town, 
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back then there was ... not everybody could afford to have natural gas, fancy 
everything in their house. If they have an oil furnace and they're on a fixed 
income, they can't afford a new one and they're charging the big money in town. 
More than 10 cents a litre. That was the late '80s, '88, '87, back then. But we 
always had all services. 

James: Any gas out there? 

No natural gas out there, oh no. You're better off to drill a whole in the ground. 
Because they just plumbed it out to Giscome Highway, I know out to the old 
Shelley turnoff for sure. It's not at Willow River, to my knowledge, but it's out 
there quite a ways, and they had to ... the residents, they had to contribute a 
substantial amount as far as I know. Gerry Robinson and some guys they work at 
the mill, they live there. He raises those little wee horses you see on [inaudible??], 
they're full grown. They're this big. I'm telling you, they're deadly. I might buy a 
couple. He had a bunch of them there. His sister rides on those carriages with him, 
those little wee tiny [inaudible??]. They're excellent. But natural gas goes up ... 
doesn't go anywhere near the mill. 

James: lncidently, when did natural gas come to Prince George? 

Natural gas has been here for a long time, like 20 some years, 30 years, must be. 
Because I know when I was a little punk, we had an oil furnace downstairs and my 
dad was [inaudible??], and we got filled up with oil for the first few years I was 
here and then my Dad got natural gas. And I'm telling you it was like '70. We 
moved here in '69. I was a little kid so it was the early '70s. Well we had it in our 
shack on Parisien Street, by Quinson School. That's where I grew up. That's it. 

James: So it was in the '70s some time. 

Oh, it might have been here in the early '60s, mid '60s, late '60s. Who knows? All 
I know is to the residents, I mean for industry it might have been available. But I 
know that my Dad had it in the early '70s for sure. I remember that oil guy used to 
come up that old ... and string that out. And of course, I'm the kid. I'm the guy 
that's got to keep everything shoveled. I had to shovel the walkway, keep 
everything shoveled for him. He'd string that hose out, fill us up, at least for a few 
years. So the early '70s we had it in the residential area. 

James: I've heard of people who still have a hole on the side of their house, 
but no tank underneath and getting filled up with the guy. 

Our tank was in the house. Most of them were in the basement, so you couldn't 
even tell. You used to go down, it was in the work room. You go down to the end 
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of the work room and you can't really see a tank because they built it so like 
there's a shelf there and stuff there, storage area up top and on the sides, so they 
disguised it really well. Like the house was built in '67 I think, and my dad bought 
it two years old. So they covered it up pretty good because they knew it was going 
to be in there for awhile. My dad had natural gas but I betcha it was 15 years later 
when he actually took the tank out of the house. Humongous job. Some houses 
you can't. You have to cut the tank apart. That's what these guys do. They put 
stuff in the shack and then they built the shack around it. How are you going to get 
this thing out? You can't get one of those 4 person, do everything, wash your 
back, bathtub. You ain't going to pack it in your house. You've got to get the 
power saw out and start bucking the side of your house out, if you want to update 
to something like that because they put that in before they put the framing up. We 
had lots of guys taking that tank out. 

James: At least you can cut it. I guess you can't cut an acrylic tub very well. 

Lots of guys [inaudible??] papers and that. There's ways of doing it. 

James: What did you guys do for entertainment in Upper Fraser? 

We had a community hall, pool tables, darts, air hockey. We had ... when I first 
started there, we had a guy named Peter Chang, excellent guy. Little wee Chinese 
guy, married a great big white woman, and they just made a real neat couple eh. 
He's a taekwondo, kick your ass expert. And I took that too when I was younger 
and so I went and I practiced with them. We had the school in the evenings, 
Tuesdays and Thursdays, whatever it was, we'd do this. And then we had floor 
hockey, we played floor hockey once or twice a week in there. Rainy days, well 
we'd go in there and play floor hockey. Sunny days, evenings, zing, we'd go out 
in the field and throw a baseball around or football. We had a jute box too which 
was good. 

James: How has that changed? Do you still have a community hall own 
there? 

No, the townsite is gone. Demolished, nothing. There's nothing there. She saw it. 
Where it was, that's it. That's the extent of the townsite. The building she was in, 
the office, and two staff [inaudible??], that's it. You know, they had the water 
reservoir and they have the sewer treatment plant, and that's just for the mill, back 
up water supply for the offices. They don't drink the water up there. We can't 
drink it. The pipes sat too long, from what they're saying, and too much sediment 
made it in. 

James: So they bring in all the water? 
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Oh yeah, all the drinking water. We get it from [inaudible??]. We have for years. 

James: You still live up there? 

No, no. 

James: What were you saying? 

Tabor Lake. 

James: Oh I see. So you live at Tabor Lake and drive there. 

Well half a mile away. It's about 30 minutes to here from my shack. I left like 5 to 
10, I left my place. I got here like one minute before the deadline time. 

James: So nobody stays there for fun anymore. 

There is, I believe, Tommy Dighten and them guys. He was saying there was like 
8 or 10 people up there now. The guys own the store. He has two houses there so 
he rents one to one of the mill guys and a couple of the houses, a few, or several, 
are privately owned. All of them work at the mill except for two. The biggest 
house there has somebody that just retired and bought a house out there, the big 
brown house on the lake when you first come into the townsite actually. There's 
two houses there owned by one guy. He doesn't work at the mill. And one other 
house other than that, so there'd be ... there's some other guys living there in the 
CN house. There's like 2-4-5-6 and Bob Stoller and Cy. There's like 10 people 
that live there now. So I betcha we were mentioned to him, the guy with the red 
car and truck in that little blue house. 

James: You live at Tabor Lake. Maybe you know my cousin. His name, his 
last name is Otway. 

Does he [ride sleds??]. 

James: I don't know. He's like my second cousin 8 times removed. 

Well if he rides sleds, four wheelers, mud bikes, that kind of stuff, I've probably 
met him. 

James: I don't think he does. 

All I did was ride [inaudible??] 
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James: Is it a very tightly knit community out there, do you know, with your 
neighbours and stuff! 

Out at my place? 

James: Out at Tabor Lake yes. 

I know lots of my neighbours yeah. I just finished helping [inaudible??] down the 
street. She had a tree there that I had to cut down for her. It was compromising her 
power lines on the side of her shack so I went and cut it down for her on 
Wednesday. 

James: What were the best aspects of living in Upper Fraser, when you did 
live out there? 

Depending on the weather, like I said, in the winter time I almost doubled my 
gross income. I would make at least a third more because of the fact that I lived 
out there and was doing snow removal. That was the main function .... you know, 
you're 18-19, out of school, I mean all you want to do is make money and have a 
car or a truck [inaudible??] or whatever, right so you just keep shovelling it in 
deep. And then when I went watching, it was to my benefit to stay out there. I was 
first aid and so I'd do my normal shifts and I'd get called in constantly. There's 
still a watchman there but he had no first aid ticket because of the grandfather 
clause, and so I'd have to be on site or on call and still getting paid because I'm 
available for first aid coverage. The advantages of living out there?, fiddleheads 
for starters. They were all over the place. Do you like fiddleheads? There's 
nothing better than that. Fishing! We'd go fishing all the time. I just finished 
saying I love toys. All the toys, zinging everywhere, everyday, every second day. 
When we had time after work, one day off, a half a day off, others jump on my 
bike and over I go to the sand pits to start climbing sand dunes. Or else jump on 
the sled and black [inaudible??] up the mountain, all that kind of stuff. That's 
what we used to do. Summer time, we'd play baseball, football. As soon as there 
was about 4 or 5 of us that left, then things really calmed down because we were 
the guys that actually went around and got guys together to do stuff. And when 
myself and Dan and Wayne and Stewart left, those outdoor activities were just 
sort of sluffed off. Lots of them guys were married with children so their wives 
dictate what they do after hours so those guys didn't do too much after for awhile. 

James: Did many people live out there with their kids and families? 

Used to. 

James: Was it mostly single men or was it ... 
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No, no. I would say it was based on family living. No doubt about it. As a matter 
of fact, they wouldn't rent you a house, when I started working there, unless you 
did have a sweet thing and a little kid, no hair and no teeth. Then okay, Dougie, 
we'll give you a shack. I had to sweet talk and sweet talk and sweet talk and it was 
about 3 years after I lived there in other houses that I could actually rent my own 
in my own name and that. I was living with somebody else. My sister is who I 
actually lived with when I first started there. But definitely family oriented house. 

James: What do you think most of the wives did during the day? 

What do they do now? They get on the phone ... there's stuff to do. Almost 
everybody had little kids. You've got kids, no hair, no teeth, I mean what else are 
going to do? You've got to feed it, burp it, change ft, then you've got to start all 
over again. Feed it, burp it, change it. The kid's tip for awhile, give him a toy, give 
him a Scooby snack, now you've got to clean up the mess. My sister, I lived there, 
and I was with all her little kids. I know! It's a job. It's more than a job. People 
think that you work 8 hours a day going to work in the mill and you find out 
mommy had a hard day. No, no, go talk to that girlie over there that has 2 or 3 
kids, one right after another, and the last one has no teeth yet. I mean you've got a 
handful. So that's what they did. There's a park there with swings and merry-go
round, whatever it is there that you turn around and get a migraine headache on 
and puke, them things. Teeter-totter. I mean we had all that stuff for the kids. And 
we'd take turns mowing the grass. I went and mowed it before. The company 
would always supply us with the tools to do it. But they weren't going to pay us to 
keep our own stuff [inaudible??] so they let us use the 3 ton and we'd go out 
picking up the old fences and that and we'd mow the grass. They'd supply all the 
gas and oil and all that kind of stuff. We'd do that on the weekends on our own 
time. Me and Cy actually did it several times. I miss doing all that stuff. 

James: Miss the yard work? 

Oh, I love yard work. I just can't get enough of mowing the grass. It's got to be 
perfect. Not only that too, you get a Scooby snack after you're done. You know, 
your girls and their kids play there, they come and give you something, right away 
as soon as they see you. Or you'll walk by and they'll say, "hey'' and they'll give 
you a muffin or something. 

James: Where did most of the people in Upper Fraser come from? 

Right now? Prince George. 

James: But their background and stuff! 
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East Indians and white .... 

James: Yeah. 

There was always ... there has always been, I'd say, a 50-50 mix average. Now out 
of the East Indians that have been there, lots of them have been there for 25 years 
and there's lots of guys that have lived here all their lives that they've been there 
for 25 years. I'd say it's pretty close to a 50-50 mix. It might be 55-45 now 
Caucasian. It's pretty close. 

James: So half East Indians and half ... 

It's pretty close. 

James: Any black people? 

Actually we did have one. A couple, but they're gone now. That one guy there, 
Mandy, was a good worker. They gave him to me when he first started. We went 
out cleaning up in the back 40. He quit, went down south. Didn't like the winter. 

James: Any natives? Like Indians? 

Oh yeah. They're not 110% Indians but a lot of them are [inaudible??] guy who's 
worked with us. There's quite a few. You'd be surprised how many come out... 
there's one guy there, he's an Indian. He's got a green card. He's whiter than I am. 
You'd never know it. Even his bone structure, even cheeks. Oh yeah, his dad ... 
no. It's his mom's mom or something. Sure enough, he's allowed. And he doesn't 
have to pay any tax on his $10,000 car. Oh man that makes a big difference. 

James: Were there any bootleggers out there? 

Certainly. I mean if there's limited sales to booze, what are you going to have? 
You 're going to bootleg. Honestly, I never did buy that because I actually think 
ahead a little bit and when I go to town, I don't buy a poverty pack. I buy a dozen 
poverty packs. I' 11 buy 10-15 packs. I' 11 average buy 6 - 15 packs or something. 
Because I like to drink beer. If I work all day and I come home after 16 hours and 
I can't do what I want, well I'm going to be cranky. So I like to have a beer after 
work and of course, everybody knows that and they come over and they want to 
buy it. And I wouldn't sell it to them. I'd get them a case and I'd tell them, bring 
me a case next time you come back from town. But I know there was a couple of 
bootleggers, definitely. At least two there. Not any more. There's no market now. 
Those 10 people up there just don't pack it. They tried getting a liquor license out 
there. I know Northwood frowned on it because like I was saying before, drinking 
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and going to work at lunch time. 

James: That's what a lot of people do downtown though don't they? Go for 
lunch? 

You're actually legally allowed to have a glass of wine. There's nothing your 
employer can do about it. But it's just these guys would go [inaudible??]. I mean 
you can't go down there to BX and have a hot meal and 4 or 5 zombie shooters. 
What do you do? I'm a caregiver. I'm a banker. Do you want a loan? I can see an 
employer's point, no doubt about it. If you have problem employees or anything, 
you have to do something about it because it can affect them, everybody around 
them. I don't blame them for fighting it. 

James: Okay Laura, can you think of anything I haven't touched on? 

Laura: No, that's good. 

James: Is there anything else you can think of, any stories or anything? 

We had a wild deck fire ... I think it was in '86. It was quite spectacular. See 
[inaudible??]. If you ask him I'm sure he'll give you some pictures. He's our HR 
man. Are you in a rush? Just tell him what you're doing. See if he's got anything 
on Upper Fraser, he'll fax you a couple of pictures. I'm telling you, it was an 
inferno. I was out there fighting it. It happened in the afternoon in the middle of 
summer. A truck driver spotted some smoke. He was coming around the comer, 
way away from the mill, but you have to be on that side to see this side of the log 
deck. I was piling lumber on the docks there, just after 4:00, 3 :30 or 4:30 or 
something like that. All of a sudden, we're fighting fires. The water bombers had 
to come in and the chemical bombers had to come in from Victoria, those great 
big planes, they're so big they look like they're stopped when they'reflying. You 
can hear this thing and you can see it but it doesn't look like it's moving 
anywhere. Next thing you know this great big load comes down, boop, the first 
one he missed. And of course we've got them [inaudible??] out there and they're 
all cranky because they're getting this fire retardant in the river. So they tried 
another shot and they nailed it and got it dead out. But it was us that actually put 
the fire out. We're the ones that controlled it, the employees. I mean if the mill's 
down, what are you going to do? We just found out, didn't we. 

James: Exactly. 

Unplug your fridge for awhile and look for road kill. There is no dead moose on 
the road when you've got your fridge unplugged. If you've got your fridge full, 
you 'II never see a piece of road kill anymore. We were looking for jobs, part time 
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jobs. UIC was denying us. lfl didn't have to pay into it, I would ifl could find a 
way, not to pay into UIC, or EI they call it now. Because there's so many people 
that have defrauded it, the honest guy .... I've only collected one week or two 
weeks in 15 years and then when the mill burned down, they denied me my claim 
and everything. They were going to give me my waiting period. I wasn't the only 
one. There was lots ofus. It shouldn't work this way. 

James: Yeah, that's not fair. 

So you've got to protect the mill, protect your job. We had another fire too. We 
were just saying that ... I was sick for a week. You had to be there to believe it. If 
you've seen an inferno where the flames come in the ceiling like this. I was the 
only one down there. The guy was drowning it in water. I figured it was going to 
go. I'm still a little freaked out about that. 

James: Why are there so many fires there? 

I wouldn't say that. I wouldn't say that in [inaudible??]. The mill has been there 
for a long time and we haven't had fires. I mean it's amazing. The mill was there 
since the war. I've never heard of any big fires. There's some old pictures and 
stuff and you've got to talk to them and see what the fire situation was like back 
then. I remember a few years ago, every mill in BC seemed to have a fire, right. I 
mean down the coast there was a mill on fire, up north. They were all over the 
place, but it's just carelessness is the number one thing. I know for a fact that a 
couple of them got started from welding, from proper ... you know you have to go 
in there, wet the area down, you have to have proper spark watch, we lost a crane 
there last summer. There was some steps that should have been taken that weren't 
taken. We lost that, an almost 3/4 million dollar piece of equipment there. So that 
burned to the ground. That for the most part is human error. There's been very 
few like electrical fires that nobody can know about. The heat is going to start 
building up and then start a fire. That fire that I was at was a direct result of, 
unfortunately, not wetting the area down and having proper spark watch. It was 
done during production time. Any [inaudible??] done during production time of 
course is Mciver. Get the machine running until they shut down for lunch or 
between shifts right? So they were in a big hurry. One guy was cutting, the other 
guy with a hose. You have to be careful. A lot of the fires [inaudible??] burner. 
We know that for sure, for a fact. When the mill burned down in '96, '97, their 
assumption .... I haven't seen anything carved into stone yet, but their assumption 
is that the compressor somehow overheated, tripped the drive-all system, logging 
on the motors when they were running, arced it out and started this oil on fire 
which then, in turn, blew into the mill. Big fan blowing into the mill. Just started a 
wild fire. 
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[end ofside one] 

And this fan is still ... I think it's charged and running and it's blowing the heat 
and the flames right in the mill. That was one of the oldest parts of the mill. Just 
hydraulic oil and listing, and places in the [inaudible??] wood. Voop! 

James: That's weird. You think you would have like a heat shut off or 
something to turn off the fan. I think they do that now don't they? Did they 
change it at all? 

Oh yes. Our compressor room, it's something to be seen. It's a dream shop for any 
guy. A dream shop! Humongous walls, concrete, bum, I mean this thing is the 
best, and it houses our ... the insurance company was the one that wanted it and so 
they really wanted to be catered too. It's built ... separate entity from the mill, so 
that if it does bum, it's in a controlled environment. It's not jeopardizing the mill. 
It's a really nice structure. That's how I built my shop after. So that's changed, 
yet most [inaudible??] has changed things around there. 

James: That's also weird. They would have been using water, if they're 
electric motors [inaudible??] they use that foam stuff. 

Lots of people have a misconception. I mean if there's a ... you can put out electric 
fires without a big issue ... I mean I'm not going to sit there and do it just because 
something's on fire and there's nobody around and I don't want to put it out. I 
mean if Laura's trapped in the car, or you're stuck in the car under a power line. I 
mean, sorry, I don't want to. I don't' want a chance of getting zapped. Oh it 
doesn't work like this. You take it and you flog it. They actually have special 
nozzles, ... we just had this update ... on our fire practices, we had a guy come out 
from BC Hydro, one of those Hydro guys, and there's a nozzle that you get that 
there's just no way that that current will come back to you, such a fine mist eh. 
It's [inaudible??] particles. I think it was a Swedish invention ifl remember 
correct. It's from Europe somewhere. 

James: But it still gets a lot of water out? 

Oh, lots of water. And people think that ... "well I've got my rubber boots on and 
I'm safe from getting zapped", helping this guy out of his car with a power line 
lying across the road. No you can't think that. There's nothing that will protect 
you. People say, "well I'm going to get that wire off with a stick". The stick's got 
moisture in it. Voop! You're zapped. The easiest thing to do with anything like 
that is go "hello, electrician? We have a problem over here. We have number 2, 
number 4, whatever the case may be, energized. We need it de-energized as soon 
as possible please". They'll contact you when it's done. You want this location? 
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Thank you very much. 

James: And they'll just take it off the grid. 

When that thing is done, go in there, get the girl, get the car, get the stuff and go. 
That's what you have to do. 

James: It takes time. 

Right. You're not going to go in there, two guys go in there and get killed to save 
one person either, it just doesn't make sense. Like that big deal they had on the 
coast, because those fire men wouldn't go in to a burning house. You cannot go in 
by yourself. You have to have two people, and that person died in the house 
apparently. And the fireman was there but there was nobody to go in there with 
him, and the argument is, ifhe went in and something happened, then there would 
be two dead people. You have to have two people monitoring each other when 
you're going into a house fire. 

James: That's right. But you'd still feel guilty. 

Oh you'd get a heavy guilt trip. But that's what most of these people ... ambulance 
attendants, everybody that deals with trauma with all those kids getting killed 
when a [inaudible??] a year and a half ago going into Jasper there on that kid's 
15th birthday. Geez that makes me sick to this day. Those people had to go for 
counseling for months, people actually on the scene. Same as ... they've got to go 
to ... it's such a trauma to them. "I was there. Ifl would have been there 30 
seconds earlier ... ". If I had have, or could have or should have ... I mean you can 
go on with that forever and just drive yourself bananas. So people have been an 
ambulance attendant for 8 years and they don't even know it, how they respond to 
that, until something catastrophic like that happens and they can't do it anymore. 
People just up and quit. I can't do it anymore. When they have to go scrape up 
their cousin off the road, they go and hand in their resignation the next day. That 
happened to our neighbour when I was a kid. He was a paramedic for like 20years, 
15-20 years. Then you just see one too many people just mutilated and you just 
say you can't do this anymore. You've got to go for counseling, get straightened 
out. I like doing all that stuff. I haven't found anything too gruesome but if you 
can help somebody, you should. And you're obligated to in the water. 

James: In the water, really? 

Oh it's an offense if you pass up somebody. So the time [inaudible??] and 
[inaudible??], and you're going down and you're going down and "I can't swim". 
"Sorry buddy, just try the dog paddle!". You remember watching Scooby Doo, 
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remember how he used to swim? Do it! No, no, it doesn't work like this either. 
You've got to give buddy a hand. You've got to throw him something, throw him 
a line, throw him a buoy and get him out of there. If you don't, somebody can 
prosecute you. I wouldn't even consider, the thought wouldn't even come to my 
head, not to help somebody. 

James: I guess we should bring this to a close here. I can't think of anything 
else. 

Laura: Actually, I think it would interesting, just with respect to counseling, 
were there counseling services that were available to these .... 

Certainly! Always! 

Laura: Was that provided by Northwood? 

Yes. Interlock was what it was called. If you have any ... and still to this day, I 
don't even know if they call it Interlock. I think they still do. You used to get a 
card every year, every two years. And that goes for anything. If you're married and 
you have real heavy problems with your marriage, you can go and do this. If 
you're at work and ... unfortunately Shirley Peterson, she got killed, a really nice 
woman. She got killed at work there, squished, and two guys were right there and 
saw it. Well one guy was off work for 6-7 months. He was just a basket case. And 
he said, whenever he went to sleep, he'd just see her. So he went for counseling, 
and that was all through the company. Interlock was what it was called. If you had 
a drinking problem, drug problem, eating disorder ... any kind of problem that 
affects you in your daily activities, they're there to assist you. And it's made 
readily available anytime. 

James: And that's like medical and dental. It's just ... 

It's just there. Oh we get all the benefits. That's another thing about working at 
that place. You have all your benefits. It doesn't make that big a deal to me 
because I'm home alone but if! had a half a dozen kids and a young woman, you 
would have to have a job with all those benefits. There's just no way around it. I 
mean if you had to pay your own health and dental on each individual. ... 

James: Especially dental with orthodontics and stuff. 

I know! My buddy went and bought his own ... he used to own 5th and Tabor 
Shell, him and his mom and meanwhile "I have to get my teeth fixed. I have no 
dental". So he went and bought the policy for a year, I think it was like $500 
bucks for that policy, then he had to still pay quite a bit to get his teeth done. Not 
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like me. It's like 80%, 100% something. I know it's 80 and up for cosmetic stuff. 
If you want to get something done because you want to look girly, you want a gold 
tooth, I think that's only 50%. I don't know if they cover a gold tooth. So it 
actually costs more ... like those [inaudible??] they're getting them done at work, 
those teeth that go right into your melon, right into your jaw. They're $1200 bucks 
a tooth or something. You can't be a boxer or athletically out playing ... football, 
hockey, soccer because it weakens your jaw. Unless you've got a neanderthal, 
really thick, heavy jaw, you don't want to start drilling holes in. Like drilling holes 
in a 2 x 4, it shouldn't break easier. I don't think they'll put them in all along each 
other. I know a guy at work who was going to get one done, $1200 bucks. I just 
b·iush them. I had one knocked out in hockey. I played hockey since I was a little 
wee kid, butt end of the stick right in my month, and I had my [inaudible??] but it 
went up and under. I just loved that! 

James: What an awful feeling spitting out a tooth. 

Oh it was terrible. The whistle didn't even go. 

James: They should have bad a major penalty for something like that. 

And the fighting too. We always used to fight every day, Grade 8, Grade 9, always 
fighting. Every day at lunch almost, and for sure after school. I never got teeth 
knocked out but I sure got these all loose. They just got real loose, the bottom 
teeth right here. That's probably because I was playing hockey too. 

Laura: Maybe the other thing I think would be interesting to touch on is in 
Upper Fraser, before when I saw you in Upper Fraser, you were talking 
about an airport that used to be there. Maybe you could comment how 
frequently things were coming in, was there any passenger or just ... 

No, as far as I know, it was ... like years ago, they probably did bring stuff in to 
guys. I know some private planes that landed there since I was there. I don't know 
about the last few years. But guides ... I think they were about the last ones to use 
it. There were some smaller planes, you know, like the 4-6 passenger planes, those 
little planes. That's what it was used for, mainly used for, to my knowledge. It 
was quite a ways out there from the mill. I was out there before with two orders. 
They log back there now. I haven't been out there in a few years but I showed you 
where approximately it was on that picture right. It was back there. The mill is 
here, and there's the river that goes like this over here. 

James: I'm going to shut this off now, but do you think you could draw a 
map for us of Upper Fraser? 
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Well what I'll do is if you give me your fax number, and I can fax you a detailed 

James: Okay. 

Laura: One of the things we do is a mental map, a perspective of your mental 
image of the community and how you see the community and such. Sure, I 
think it would be great, we can give him our fax and you can send us a map. 
What year is the map from? 

Now. The present. It's just of the mill, the whole mill, everything in the mill, 
including offices and that too. 

Laura: It would be interesting for you to draw a map because when you were 
showing me the extent of the housing development, it would be interesting to 
have you just draw a little sketch. 

I have another colour picture of that. That's the one that I was saying I would have 
liked to bring to show you today but it was locked up in the office hanging on the 
wall. But it shows the townsite with not the mill. The mill is over here. It's not in 
the picture but it shows you the whole actual townsite and the edge of the offices. 
So that you can see. That goes the whole circumference of the whole townsite that 
was there. I think ... it might even show you the grounds where we used to play in 
the field and that. It shows all that in there. 

Laura: Okay. 

So those are two things of the actual townsite grounds and the actual updated mill. 
Let me have that fax number. 

Laura: I'll get it for you right after .... it might be on the brochure actually. 

James: You can keep that brochure there. 

I have one. She gave one to me a month ago. 

Laura: I believe it's 5538. I'm going to run upstairs and check. 

[end of interview] 
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made available to public archives after a ten year period has elapsed from the time of completion of 

the project. 

I give permission to the researchers to deposit copies of my recordings only after this period to the 

appropriate archival depositories to be mutually agreed upon by the researcher(s) and me. 

Signature of Participant 

I agree to the use of information I provide according to the conditions stated above. 

For more information about the project, Dr. Aileen A. Espiritu (name of Gail Fondahl, Greg 

Halseth, Tracy Summerville or Aileen A. Espiritu of UNBC will be inserted here, depending on 

interviewer and sub-topic) may be co tacted at (250) 960-6684 (correct extension will be inserted 

here). My name is -.E:>..,,..:==1.--+~.....:f!....:,J::µ,.l~- (name of interviewer will be inserted) and I can be 

reached through the above professor. 
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June 15, 2000 

Doug Homme 

Upper Fraser Historical Geogxaphy Project 
Interview Summary 

Rhys Pugh 

I interviewed Doug Homme on June 121
h 2000 on the UNBC campus in Prince 

George. He lives at 1425 Geddes Road, Prince George, BC, V2K SG3, 963-8724. 

Laura Ryser sat in during the interview and made occasional remarks. The interview 

was comfortable throughout. Doug was one of the few people I have interviewed to actually 

read the consent form, and sign Approval B. 

There were no mechanical problems or outside disruptions in the interview. I used 

two cassette recorders simultaneously, one of which was a walkman. I suspect one of the 

tapes has a better recording quality than the other. 

Doug Homme started working at the Upper Fraser sawmill in 1983. As a "young 

punk" he lived in company housing on the townsite. Over the years Doug has seen many 

changes in the mill operations. There is more teamwork now than in the past and the 

employee turnover is much lower. Doug has also seen many changes in the Upper Fraser 

community, from the flattening of the town's liquor store up to the flattening of the town. 

He feels that the tenor of the community changed completely with the improvements made 

to the highway. 

Doug never directly suggested any interview candidates, although he did mention 

Bob Jarvis, and Ernie Rush as people who were likely to be more knowledgeable than him. 

Both Laura and I enjoyed this interview immensely. Doug is quite a character and 

has many cute expressions, like "Scooby Snack" and "Little sweet thing." He is a very 

practical and down-to-earth person who likes to both work hard and play hard. 
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